
Lecture 11: 
d-block metals and magnetism

• Oxidation states in d-block metal 
compounds

• Ligand field theory

– Jahn-Teller distortion

• Magnetism

– Magnetic moments

– Susceptibility

– Temperature dependence
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d-block metals
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Figure: Wikipedia

Many oxidation states, very rich chemistry

Many magnetic compounds (unpaired d-electrons)

Many colorful compounds due to d-d transitions

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronegativity


Elemental d-block metals
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Figure: Wikipedia

Cu (fcc) Zn (hcp)
Figures: AJK / Wikipedia

Fe (bcc)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Periodic_table_(crystal_structure)


Electron configurations (3d metals)
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Ref: chem.libretexts.org

(for the free atom)

In compounds where the metal is oxidized, consider that it only has d-electrons left

https://chem.libretexts.org/Core/Inorganic_Chemistry/Descriptive_Chemistry/Elements_Organized_by_Block/3_d-Block_Elements/1b_Properties_of_Transition_Metals/Electron_Configuration_of_Transition_Metals/Oxidation_States_of_Transition_Metals


Oxidation state (1)
• Oxidation state is a key concept for understanding the chemistry of d-block metals

• Indicates the degree of oxidation (loss of electrons) of an atom in a compound

• Let’s see two iron chlorides as an example

• Electronegativities: Fe = 1.83, Cl = 3.16

• FeCl2
– Formally Fe2+ and 2 Cl–

– Fe2+ = Fe(II)

– Iron(II) chloride

• FeCl3
– Formally Fe3+ and 3 Cl–

– Fe3+ = Fe(III) 

– Iron(III) chloride
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Figures: AJK

One layer in FeCl3 (R-3)
2-coordinate Cl

One layer in FeCl2 (R-3m)
3-coordinate Cl

Both structures composed
of 2D layers
Top view along c-axis



Oxidation state (2)

• The exact definition of an oxidation state is actually still debated

• IUPAC Technical Report Toward a comprehensive definition of oxidation state:

– P. Karen et al. Pure Appl. Chem. 2014, 86, 1017–1081

– “The oxidation state of a bonded atom equals its charge after ionic 
approximation”

– “In the ionic approximation, the atom that contributes more to the bonding 
molecular orbital (MO) becomes negative”

• The sum of oxidation states in a compound must be zero!

• The oxidation state of an atom in a compound is a useful concept, but it is really 
just a concept

• In particular, the formal charges such as Fe2+ and Cl− in FeCl2 are not real!
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Known oxidation states for d-block
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Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

List_of_oxidation_states_of_the_elements (based on 

Greenwood and Earnshaw + recent literature)

d-block metals show a larger number 
of oxidation states in comparison to 
main group elements or f-block
elements

The most common oxidation states
are shown in bold Year

2014

Year

2016

3d 4d

5d

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_oxidation_states_of_the_elements
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_oxidation_states_of_the_elements
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Nature 2014, 514, 475.



Non-bonding d-electrons
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• The mutual interaction between bonding electron pairs is the same for d-block 
metal and main group compounds

• However, d-metals can possess nonbonding d-electrons in their five d orbitals.

• d electron configurations can be determined with ligand field theory (LFT)

1. Attain a minimum repulsion with other d-electrons

2. Attain a minimum repulsion with the bonding electron pairs (ligands)

• In its original version by Hans Bethe, it was formulated as crystal field theory (CFT)

– Ligands are treated as point-like ions

– Only consider electrostatic repulsion between the d-electrons and the ligands

• LFT is in principle superseded by the molecular orbital theory

– LFT is still is a convenient and simple tool to understand the bonding and 
magnetism of d-metal compounds

Ref: Müller p. 73



Crystal Field
Theory

10Figures: libretexts.org

Electrostatic repulsion 
between the
surrounding anions
and metal d-electrons

d-electrons still
degenerate

Degeneracy breaks

https://chem.libretexts.org/Core/Inorganic_Chemistry/Crystal_Field_Theory/Crystal_Field_Theory


Ligand field theory (1)
• In ligand field theory, the ligands are not just considered as negative point charges, 

but the covalent nature of the σ-bonding is also taken into account

• The basic concept of the d-orbital splitting remains

11Figure: Wikipedia

Ligand-Field scheme summarizing σ-
bonding in octahedral [Ti(H2O)6]3+

[Ti(H2O)6]3+ solution is violet

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:LFTi(III).png


Ligand field theory (2)
• In an octahedral geometry, the t2g and eg orbitals are separated by energy ΔO

– ΔO depends on the repulsion between the bonding electron pairs and d electrons

• ΔO  decreases when the ligand electronegativity increases

– Bonding electrons are pulled further from the metal d electrons -> less repulsion

• ΔO decreases when the size of the ligand atom increases 

– Bonding electrons are distributed over a larger space -> less repulsion

• ΔO is large for ligands that form multiple bonds with the metal atom (e.g. CO, CN−)

– More bonding electrons -> more repulsion with the d electrons

• ΔO can be measured with spectroscopic methods and the spectrochemical series is 
obtained by ordering different ligands according to decreasing ΔO :

– CO (strong field, large ΔO) > CN− > PR3 > NO2
− > NH3 > NCS− > 

H2O > RCO2
− ≈ OH− > F− > NO3

− > Cl− ≈ SCN− > S2
− > Br− > I − (weak field, small ΔO)

• 4d and 5d orbitals have larger overlap with ligand orbitals and larger ΔO than 3d
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Ref: Müller p. 74

Figure: AJK



Ligand field theory (3)
• LFT can be used to explain the magnetism of transition metal compounds

• Because of the splitting of the d-orbitals, there is an energetical competition between
high-spin and low-spin configuration of the d-orbitals

• The first three d electrons occupy the t2g orbitals in accordance to Hund’s rule

• When four d electrons are present, there are two alternatives for the fourth electron

– The energy for putting a second electron in an already occupied orbital is called 
the electron pairing energy P

– If P > ΔO, the fourth electron will occupy an eg orbital (high-spin)

– If P < ΔO, the fourth electron will occupy a t2g orbital (low-spin)
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High-spin Low-spin
Figure: AJK



Jahn-Teller effect (1)
• In a high-spin d4 complex only one of the two eg orbitals is occupied

• If dz
2 is occupied -> repulsion on the bonding electrons of the ligands on the z axis

• The ligands are pushed outwards and the octahedron elongates along the z axis

– This effect is known as the Jahn–Teller effect

• The dx
2

-y
2 orbital could have been occupied, elongating bonds along x and y axes

– However, more energy would be needed to stretch four bonds

• The J-T effect occurs when degenerate orbitals are unevenly occupied

• Strong J-T effect is observed for the following electronic configurations:
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Ref: Müller p. 76

Figure: libretexts.org

d4 high-spin
Cr(II), Mn(III)

d9

Cu(II)
d7 low-spin
Ni(III)

Figure: AJK

https://chem.libretexts.org/Core/Inorganic_Chemistry/Coordination_Chemistry/Properties_of_Coordination_Compounds/Coordination_Numbers_and_Geometry/Jahn-Teller_Distortions


Jahn-Teller effect (2)
• Illustration of tetragonal distortion (elongation) for an octahedral d9 complex
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Figure: libretexts.org

Oh D4h

d9

Cu(II)
d9

Cu(II)

https://chem.libretexts.org/Core/Inorganic_Chemistry/Coordination_Chemistry/Properties_of_Coordination_Compounds/Coordination_Numbers_and_Geometry/Jahn-Teller_Distortions


Other coordination geometries

• The splitting of the d-orbitals is different for other coordination geometries

• The figure below shows the most typical geometries for d-metals
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Td Oh

D4h
D4h

Ref: Müller p. 77



Most common 

coordination 

polyhedra for 

coordination

numbers 2-6

17Ref: Müller p. 81



Magnetic moments (1)
• Unpaired electrons of d-block metal complexes give rise to magnetic properties

• Magnetic properties are often expressed in terms of the magnetic moment μ, which is 
directly related to the number of unpaired electrons

• μ arises from electron spin (μS) and electron orbital motion (μL)

• Electron may be considered as a bundle of negative charge spinning on its axis. 

• The magnitude of the resulting spin moment, μS , is 1.73 BM, Bohr Magneton (SI units):

1 BM =
𝑒ℏ

2𝑚𝑒

where e is the electron charge, ħ is the reduced Planck constant, me is the electron rest
mass

• Spin magnetic moment μs for a single electron can be calculated with

𝜇𝑆 = 𝑔 𝑠(𝑠 + 1)

where s is the spin quantum number, ½, and g is the gyromagnetic ratio (~2.00). 
Substituting for s and g gives μS = 1.73 BM for one electron

18Ref: West p. 451



Magnetic moments (2)
• For atoms or ions that contain more than one unpaired electron, the overall spin 

moment is given by

𝜇𝑆 = 𝑔 𝑆(𝑆 + 1)

where S is the sum of the spin quantum numbers of the individual unpaired
electrons

• For high-spin Fe3+ with five unpaired electrons, S = 5 * ½ = 5/2 and μs = 5.92 BM. 
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Magnetic moments (3)
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• The motion of an electron around the nucleus may give rise to an orbital moment 
(the expression is applicable to free atoms or ions):

𝜇𝑆+𝐿 = 𝑔 4𝑆 𝑆 + 1 + 𝐿(𝐿 + 1)

where L is the orbital angular momentum quantum number for the metal ion:

𝐿 = ℏ 𝑙(𝑙 + 1)

where l is the azimuthal quantum number (s -> 0, p -> 1, d -> 2, f -> 3, …)

• In practice, L is often completely or partially quenched in cases where the electric
fields on the surrounding atoms or ions restrict the orbital motion

– In such cases, the observed moments are similar to predicted spin-only values



Magnetism
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Ref: West p. 445-446

Figure: AJK

Material

Non-magnetic / diamagnetic
(all electrons paired up)

Magnetic
(unpaired valence electrons)

Paramagnetic

Ferromagnetic

Antiferromagnetic

Ferrimagnetic

Different types of magnetic
ordering (illustrated in 1D)

1D atomic chain:

Spins on atoms:

a



Family tree of 
magnetism
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Ref: HP Meyers, 

Introductory solid state 

physics (1997)

Diamagnetism:
Property of all matter

Uncompensated orbital 
and angular momentum

Permanent atomic
moments

Electronic bands in metals

Band ferro-
magnetism

Band 
antiferro-

magnetism

Pauli spin 
paramagnetism

Independent atomic
moments

Ideal
paramagnetism

Co-operating 
atomic

moments

Ferromagnetism
Antiferro-

magnetism
Ferrimagnetism



Magnetic susceptibility

23Ref: West p. 446

• When a substance is placed in a magnetic field H (units A m-1), the magnetic 
induction B (units T, tesla) is  

𝐵 = 𝜇𝐻 = 𝜇0 𝐻 + 𝜇0𝑀

Where µ is permeability, µ0 is the permeability of free space (4π * 10-7 H m-1, H = 
henry) and M is the magnetic moment or magnetization of the sample

– Magnetization = magnetic moment per unit volume or mass

• µ0H is the induction generated by the field alone and µ0M is the additional
induction contributed by the sample

• The magnetic susceptibility, χ, is defined as the ratio of magnetization M to field H:

χ =
𝑀

𝐻
• In other words: high magnetization M means high susceptibility χ

• Susceptibility χ is the most important measurable quantity for the characterization
of magnetic properties

– Provides a measure of the response of a sample to an applied magnetic field

– Somewhat analogous to polarizability (response to an applied electric field)



Classification based on susceptibility χ

• The different kinds of magnetic behavior may be distinguished by the values of χ

– In diamagnetic materials, χ is very small and slightly negative

– In paramagnetic materials, χ is small and positive

– In ferromagnetic materials, χ > 1 and such materials are strongly attracted to 
a magnetic field. 

– In antiferromagnetic materials, χ is positive and comparable to paramagnetic 
substances (or somewhat smaller).

24Ref: West p. 447



Dia- and paramagnetism
• Diamagnetism is a property of all materials

• When diamagnetism dominates, there is a slight repulsion by a magnetic field

– Diamagnetism is associated with orbital motion of electrons in atoms. 

– This orbital motion generates a small electric field

– In the presence of an external field, the orbital motion is modified slightly to 
give a magnetic moment that opposes the applied field leading to a slight 
repulsion effect which is explained by Lenz’s law of electromagnetism.

– Superconductors represent a special, extreme type of diamagnetism since 
they repel magnetic fields completely, leading in magnetic levitation

• Paramagnetic materials are attracted by a magnetic field

25

Diamagnetic
Paramagnetic



Pauli paramagnetism
• In addition to the strong ferro- or antiferromagnetic coupling shown by some metals, 

most metals display a weak Pauli paramagnetism in the presence of a magnetic field

26Ref: West p. 458

Only small number of 
electrons near EF contribute 
to the Pauli paramagnetism



Antiferromagnetic ordering: 
superexchange

• Superexchange is the mechanism of antiferromagnetism in, e.g. NiO
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Figure: AJK

Ni2+ in NiO has 8 d
electrons (two in eg

orbitals dz
2 and dx

2
-y

2

pointing directly
at adjacent oxide 
ions

The unpaired 
electrons in these 
eg orbitals couple 
with electrons in 
the p orbitals of
the O2− ionsO

Ni



Curie and Néel temperatures

• Ordered magnetic structures lose their ordered 
structures above a certain temperature

– Curie temperature, Tc for ferromagnets and 
ferrimagnets

– Néel temperature, TN for antiferromagnets

• The spins become disordered and the materials 
become paramagnetic
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Figure: Robert John Lancashire

http://wwwchem.uwimona.edu.jm/courses/magnetism.html


Experimental characterization of the
magnetic ground state

• SQUID (Superconducting Quantum Interference Device)

– Very sensitive magnetometer (measure susceptibility as a function of T)

• Neutron diffraction

– Neutrons carry a spin and interact with magnetic moments
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SQUID data for antiferromagnetic
SrU2F12 (Otto Mustonen / Aalto)

χ

T (K)

TN = 26 K MnO
TN = 116 K


